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Is marriage on your mind? Have you found "the one"? This popular and helpful interactive workbook

is designed to strengthen your love relationship and deepen your bond. You'll find all you need for

fun and thoughtful discussions as you explore vital areas, including:What does the Bible teach

about marriage?What makes you feel loved?How do you handle conflicts?Do you plan to have

children? Why or why not?What are your priorities when it comes to money?Drawn from years of

marriage preparation seminars and counseling sessions, these insightful questions will help you

build a solid future together. With Jesus as your cornerstone, your partner and you can create a

loving, successful marriage.More than 500,000 couples helped!
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Norm Wright's handbook for pre-engaged couples is one of the best ways to help a couple prepare

for marriage. I've found that the longer I've been married, the more I appreciate all the different

topics these 12-14 chapters cover. I use it for pre-marriage counseling and have found that this

book is a great discussion starter.

The gold standard in marriage counseling. We went through ourselves before getting married in

2003 and we've used it to counsel a sister and sister-in-law and their husbands to be. Thorough,

insightful, and well organized.

I was skeptical at first when our pastor asked us to get this workbook. However, after completing



this workbook with my fiance, I felt it was so beneficial because it brings us topics that we never

discussed.

This has been a very good devotional for my fiance and I to go through. Even though we

communicate quite well this book has helped us talk over some things that we would not have and

has been a spring board to talk about things that the book does not even mention. I would highly

recommend it. However, I would make one suggestion to the reader. Don't skim the homework. Do

it. You can even do it with your fiance and immediately talk about what your thinking. Take you time

with this devo and allow the Holy Spirit to draw your hearts closer to the Lord and each other.

Many questions, good both if you've given a lot of thought to it already, or barely have thought about

what marriage really is. Liked it a lot, but would advise to handpick what's relevant to talk about. If in

doubt, do it. Don't run away from the hard questions ;)

Practical insight for couples in preparation of uniting their lives. Filled wil lots of solid Biblical advice.

Have used "BeforeYouSay 'I do'" for years in pre-marital counseling. I highly recommend!

This is an important tool to prepare for marriage.

A fantastic tool and resource. A real usable guide to counsel couples before they take the step.

Thought provoking and practical. Excellent, a must have for every Pastor.
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